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Our
Story EIM Power, launched 2009, 

aiming to serve the market
with high quality equipment, 
experienced technical engineers 
and competitive price.

Egyptian Italian Mazaya is a company for selling and 
renting di�erent kinds of power generators of di�erent 
capacities. Our engineers customize the power supply 
solution which perfectly suits your project.

Now, EIM has unique Generators with di�erent Capacities.
Our generators are working in di�erent locations.
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Vision

Misson

Supporting our stakeholder 
with high quality power 
equipment anywhere and 
anytime over the world.

EIM Power seeks to introduce equipment 
power to our customers with high e�ciency, 
long operating time to execute their projects 
happening in the most e�ective timing in the 
Middle East region.



Values

Objectives

Evolution:-we believe it's a process to be applied permanently to live up to our services.

Teamwork: we believe that teamwork is the most important way to complete the company 
and condensation its e�orts to meet our customers’ satisfaction.

Clear vision:-we have a clear vision in the company and it is supporting all energy 
stakeholders across the Middle East through presenting the highest e�cient and e�ective 
equipment.

1-We are seeking to lead the Power Solutions Market in the Middle East within the next 
five years.

2-Supporting our Customers with the Best Customer service and continued maintenance in 
High e�ciency way by our qualified engineers and technical.

3-Presenting the best equipment and technical and engineering services to our Customers 
by competitive prices. 
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Products
We have unique generators with di�erent

capacities Let’s start our Products Journey



Caterpillar 1000 KVA 

1- Caterpillar 1000 KVA 
Are you managing a huge residential project or a huge commercial project?
Now you need to learn a lot about the bigger Generator Caterpillar 1000 KVA which can 
complete architectural and tourist projects without any malfunction and high e�ciency

2- Caterpillar 500 KVA

Caterpillar 500 KVA

If your Project in need of an electric power generator.
The generator will represent the backbone of the project, its capacity suits the size 
and intensity of your project with all the construction equipment.
This is Caterpillar 500KVA it has also muting feature that reanimate the tranquility 
and comfort for all the workers on the project and if you want more information 
browse our site now www.eimpower.net
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3- Volvo 300 KVA 

Volvo 300 KVA 

There is another type of generators that are often used in wells' motors on farms or 
small administrative buildings. They are adequately carried for a long time with the same 
e�ciency. This type is the Volvo 300 KVA. This generator also has the silencer feature 
which reduces equipment noise.

4- Denyo 100 KVA

Denyo 100 KVA

A limited capacity generator which plays an important role in events or small film 
festivals as one of the main resources is Denyo 100 KVA. We have many of this kind 
with the same capacity and this is one of them.



Some Generators Images.
Every Picture contains its capacity and Factory brand name:

“Denyo 150 KVA” 

“Caterpillar 1000 KVA” 
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“Caterpillar 365 KVA” 

“Scania 250 KVA” 



Projects 
we executed

we took part in a lot of huge projects and 
o�ered a high quality service and equipment
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Cairo University-Saft Allaban Corridor, Arab Contractors

Qatar Towers Courniche El Nile, Consildated Contractors Company



3S Ready mix Station, New Capital

Regional Ring Road, Samcrete constructions
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success
stories

Be one of our

Our equipment was running on one of 3S Ready Mix projects 
and suddenly there was a malfunction in the generator.

It was late at night, but once we were notified of this problem 
in a very short time. There were more than one technician and 
engineer arrived and repaired all faults in a short time.
And we were thanked and honored by the company responsible 
for the project.



Clients

for more info about us 

call us on: 
+2 01009555009 | +2 01090023205 | +2 01020085757

Visit our website 
www.eimpower.net 

Send an E-mail to 
info@eimpower.com 
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